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Full Movie Transferred from DVD. English subtitles included. Somewhere
in the Heart of Bejing, 4 high school friends come together in 1998 at a

boarding school in the country side of Beijing. 17 year old Yu Yang fell in
love with Tan Dun who is 4 years older than him. They are in constant

contact and have many conversations including about girls. Their classroom
teacher is one Mr.Zhang who is older than they. He has a rough personality
and makes his students do very hardwork. They all become friends. When

they all meet again in the new year (1999), they do not understand why they
are all split up. They try to meet up but there doesn't seem to be enough

time. Their teacher Mr. Zhang wants to change the class system where only
a few students are cool and the rest are just ordinary. One day on their field
trip, they join other girls (as classmates) in a trip to go swimming. There is
Yu Yang, Gong Lei and Yu Ruiji. There is also a new girl, Xiaoxue, who's

very beautiful and enjoys playing a guitar. She is 2 years older than they. Yu
Yang notices that Xiaoxue is a good swimmer and dislikes the fact that she
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is better than him in sports. After the girls return from the trip, Yu Yang
decides to date her. But he has a problem because she likes another boy in

their class. The girls and boys spend more time together. The romance
between Yu Yang and Xiaoxue comes to an end because he likes his best
friends Tan Dun and Yifei. They use the money they won from a trip to a

flea market to buy gifts for each other. However Yu Yang gets a phone call
from his love Yu Ruiji and he begins to change after that. He is going to

transfer schools. He knows the moment he does, he will lose Tan Dun and
his friends and his chance of winning Yu Ruiji. When he tells them about
the decision, Tan Dun also transfers schools. Yu Ruiji decides to stay. Her
mom becomes depressed and her father asks for a divorce, but she stops
him. It is clear she doesn't want to lose Tan Dun. Yu Yang and Yu Ruiji

have a telephone conversation,
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References Category:KrakenThe conformational changes of isolated rat
liver mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase during activation in metrizamide by
low concentrations of Ca2+. The intact rat liver mitochondria were swollen
in the presence of low concentrations of metrizamide. In the presence of
Ca2+, swelling of mitochondria in the presence of low concentrations of
metrizamide was specifically inhibited by ruthenium red. This inhibition
was by a state-dependent, non-competitive mechanism. Results are
presented which suggest that swelling in the presence of Ca2+ caused
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